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A wave front interaction model is developed to describe the relationship between excitability and the
size and shape of stabilized wave segments in a broad class of weakly excitable media. These wave
segments of finite size are unstable but can be stabilized by feedback to the medium excitability; they
define a separatrix between spiral wave behavior and contracting wave segments. Unbounded wave
segments (critical fingers) lie on the asymptote of this separatrix, defining the boundary between excitable
and subexcitable media. The model predictions are compared with results from numerical simulations.
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Wave front interaction models have been developed to
describe steadily rotating spiral waves [1] and, in weakly
excitable media, critical fingers [2]. Critical fingers are
observed at the excitability boundary between excitable
and subexcitable media. Both the spiral wavelength and the
size of the spiral core increase as excitability decreases in
an excitable medium, until, at the excitable-subexcitable
boundary, they become infinite. At this critical excitability,
the unbounded spiral wave has opened up to form an
unbounded, nearly planar wave with a free end, which is
the critical finger [3]. At lower excitabilities, in the sub-
excitable regime, this wave contracts tangentially at its free
end. Hakim and Karma have reviewed applications of front
interaction models to describe spiral waves and critical
fingers [4].

Recent studies of the photosensitive Belousov-
Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [5,6] have shown that, in addi-
tion to spiral waves and critical fingers, there is another
possible waveform with a free end, a propagating wave
segment that is stationary in size and shape [7–9]. These
constant velocity waves have two free ends, and their size
and shape are uniquely determined by the excitability of
the medium. They are inherently unstable, but they can be
easily stabilized by applying an appropriate feedback to the
excitability of the medium. Figure 1 shows examples of
stabilized wave segments in the photosensitive BZ reaction
at two different excitabilities [7,8].

These waves were stabilized by varying the illumination
intensity imposed on the reaction medium (thereby varying
the excitability) in proportion to the wave size. The locus
of wave size as a function of excitability defines a separa-
trix that delineates the boundary between spiral wave
behavior and contracting wave segments. For a particular
excitability, there is an unstable wave segment with a
particular size (and shape), which, in the absence of stabi-
lizing feedback, will either form counterrotating spiral
waves or contract tangentially at its free ends and even-
tually disappear. The asymptote of the locus of wave size
as a function of excitability, where the wave size is infinite,
is exactly the same excitability boundary between excit-

able and subexcitable media as defined by the critical
finger [7,8].

We note that similar particlelike waves have been ob-
served in previous theoretical studies, such as active
Brownian particles [10,11], moving spots in reaction-
diffusion systems [12,13], and filaments in semiconductors
[14]. Particlelike waves have also been experimentally
observed in a gas discharge system [15,16] and in the
oxidation of CO on single-crystal Pt [17].

In this Letter, we generalize the wave front interaction
model [2,4] to describe the stabilized wave segments and
show how their size depends on the excitability of the
medium. These waves are particularly amenable to this
analysis because they are stationary in the moving coor-
dinate system. Our analysis offers a theoretical character-
ization of the separatrix defined by the locus of wave size
as a function of excitability, and we show that it is con-
sistent with descriptions of critical fingers.

We use a generic, two-variable reaction-diffusion model
for excitable media:

@u
@t

�Dr2u�F�u;v�; @v
@t

� ��G�u;v�� I�t��; (1)

where the variables u�x; y; t� and v�x; y; t� represent, re-
spectively, the activator and inhibitor in a two-dimensional
reaction medium, and typically � � 1. The function I�t�

FIG. 1. Stabilized wave segments in the photosensitive BZ
reaction. Left and right panels show waves stabilized at lower
and higher excitabilities, resulting from higher and lower light
intensities, respectively. Superimposed snapshots are shown with
an interval of 40.0 s between snapshots; panels ca. 0:95 cm�
1:45 cm. Figure adapted from Ref. [8].
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specifies a feedback parameter, such as the intensity of
light imposed on the photosensitive BZ medium, which is
applied uniformly over the domain.

For the functions F�u; v� and G�u; v�, we take the form
used previously [2]:

F�u; v� � 3u	 u3 	 v; G�u; v� � u	 �; (2)

with the parameter values D � 1, � � 0:005, and � �
	1:6. This system has a single uniform rest state,
�u0; v0� � ��; 3�	 �3�, which is stable with respect to
small perturbations. However, a suprathreshold perturba-
tion applied to the rest state (or specific initial conditions)
gives rise to an undamped, propagating excitation wave.

For I�t� � Ic ’ 0:05942 and these parameters, the excit-
ability of the medium corresponds to the boundary be-
tween the excitable and subexcitable medium, where the
critical finger is observed. When I�t�> Ic, the medium is
subexcitable and propagating wave segments contract and
disappear. For I�t�< Ic, the medium is excitable and prop-
agating wave segments of different sizes, corresponding to
different excitabilities, can be stabilized by feedback to the
excitability of the medium.

We assume the wave segment propagates in x direction,
and we will characterize it by its width (rather than by its
area or arc length as in [7,8]). To this end, we follow the
location ymax�t� of the tip of the wave along the y axis
orthogonal to the propagation direction. The wave is sta-
bilized by negative feedback to the medium excitability
with respect to the wave width, where the control parame-
ter I�t� is proportional to the half-width ymax of the wave
segment

I�t� � kfb�ymax�t� 	 yd� � I0: (3)

Figure 2 shows the results of feedback stabilization over a
range of wave widths, with kfb � 0:00005, I0 � 0:058,
and the target width yd taken from the interval 28< yd <
110. We see that the wave width, W 
 ymax�1�, is a
monotonically increasing function of the asymptotic value
of the control parameter Is 
 I�1�. The increase in W with
Is is very much like the increase in wave size with increase
in light intensity in the photosensitive BZ reaction and in
simulations using the Oregonator model [7,8].

A wave segment propagating in a two-dimensional me-
dium can be characterized by the two boundaries that
define it: the wave front and the wave back. The problem
of wave propagation can be considered as a free-boundary
problem, where the normal velocity of the boundary cn
depends on the value of slow variable v at the boundary
and on the local interfacial curvature k [18]. At the mid-
point of the stabilized wave segment, y � 0, the normal
direction coincides with the propagation direction of the
full wave along the x axis, as shown in Fig. 3. Let �� (�	)
specify the angle between the x axis and the outward
(inward) pointing normal on the front (back) boundary
and s� (s	) be the arc length measured from the top of
the stabilized segment. Then the normal velocity of the
front and of the back should be written as c�n � c�v�� 	
Dk� and c	n � 	c�v	� 	Dk	, where the local curvature
of the front (back) is expressed as

k� � 	d��=ds�: (4)

Let km be the local curvature at the midpoint of the
stabilized wave. The propagation velocity of the wave is
therefore cs � c0 	Dkm, where c0 � c�v�� � c�v0�.

FIG. 2. Width W of stabilized waves as a function of the
asymptotic value of the control parameter Is, computed for the
system (1) and (2) subjected to feedback stabilization according
to (3) (solid line) and from approximation (22) (dashed line). A
computational grid of 500� 500 elements was used, comoving
with the propagating wave, with time and space steps �t � 0:02
and �x � 0:3.

FIG. 3. Boundaries of a propagating wave segment computed
as the solution of the free-boundary problem (5)–(7) for Km �
0:0402 and Bk � 0:5108. The wave front (back) is shown by a
thick (thin) solid line. Solutions computed for slightly deviated
values Bk � 0:5101 and Bk � 0:5110 are shown by dotted and
dashed lines, respectively.
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Note that within the excited region u � ue�v�, where ue�v�
is the largest root of equation F�u; v� � 0. Then the free-
boundary problem for the stabilized wave segment can be
written as

c0 	Dk� � cs cos����; (5)

	c�v	� 	Dk	 � cs cos��	�; (6)

csdv=dx � 	��G�ue�v�; v�� Is�: (7)

Equations (5) and (6) describe the geometry of the front
and back of the wave, respectively, while Eq. (7) describes
the evolution of the slow variable v between the front and
the back of the wave.

Using Eq. (4), one can transform Eq. (5) into an ordinary
differential equation for the angle ��:

D
d��

ds�
� cs cos���� 	 c0: (8)

Since dy� � 	ds� cos���� and dx� � ds� sin����, it is
straightforward to obtain equations for the Cartesian coor-
dinates �x�; y�� of the front [7,19]:

dx�

d�� � D sin����
cs cos���� 	 c0

; (9)

dy�

d�� � 	 D cos����
cs cos���� 	 c0

: (10)

For the conditions x� � 0, �� � �=2 and y� � 0, �� �
0, the solutions of Eqs. (9) and (10) have the form

x�

D
� 1

cs
ln

c0
c0 	 cs cos���� ; (11)

y�

D
� 	��

cs
� 2c0

cs
����������������
c20 	 c2s

q arctan
�c0 � cs� tan��

2����������������
c20 	 c2s

q : (12)

These expressions specify the shape of the wave front,
x� � x��y��, for any km within the interval 0< km <
c0=D.

In order to obtain the shape of the wave back, the
function c � c�v� must be specified. We first assume this
monotonically decreasing function vanishes at a value v �
v�. We can then say, in the vicinity of v�, the wave velocity
is a linear function of v: c�v� � ��v� 	 v�. The constant �
is uniquely determined by F�u; v��. For the case we con-
sider here, where F�u; v�� is the cubic function of u defined
in Eq. (2), � � 1=

���
2

p
[2]. We follow Karma [2] and

introduce the quantity � � v� 	 v0, which characterizes
the excitability of the medium. Note that the propagation
velocity can be written as c0 � ��, provided that � � 1.
For � � 1, we can use the approximation G�ue�v�; v� �
Is � G�, where G� � G�ue�v��; v�� � Is [2]. With this
approximation, the value of the slow variable at the wave
back v	 can be obtained from Eq. (7):

v	 � v0 �G��
cs

�x��y� 	 x	�y��: (13)

Substitution of Eq. (13) into Eq. (6) results in an equation
for the back of the wave

D
d�	

ds	
� c0 	G���

cs
�x� 	 x	� � cs cos��	�: (14)

After rescaling of space (S	 � c0s
	=D, X� � c0x

�=D,
and Km � Dkm=c0), Eq. (14) becomes

d�	

dS	
� 1	 Bk�X� 	 X	�

�1	 Km� � �1	 Km�cos��	�; (15)

where

Bk � G�D�
�2�3 : (16)

In order to integrate this equation we rewrite Eqs. (11)
and (12) in dimensionless form and fix 0<Km < 1.
Numerical integration of Eq. (15) starting with �	 �
	�=2, X	 � 0, and Y	 � Wc0=D at S	 � 0, and taking
into account that dY	=dS	 � 	cos��	� and
dX	=dS	 � sin��	�, produces a solution depending on
Bk. Using a trial and error method one must vary the value
of Bk until the corresponding solution satisfies the second
boundary condition, Y	 � 0, �	 � 0 (see Fig. 3).
Repetition of this process for different Km yields the de-
pendence Bk � Bk�Km� shown in Fig. 4. For Km � 1 this
dependence is well approximated by the linear relationship

Bk � B0 	 �
Dkm
c0

; (17)

where � � 0:63. We note that for Km � 0, the wave seg-
ment is identical to the critical finger studied in Refs. [2,4],
and the value of Bk�Km ! 0� computed for the free-
boundary problem (5)–(7) coincides with the value B0 �
0:535 found for the critical finger [2].

Since our ultimate goal is to explain the relationship
between the width of the wave segment W and the control
parameter Is, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (17) as

FIG. 4. Function Bk � Bk�Km� obtained from numerical
analysis of Eq. (15).
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Dkm
c0

� 1

�
�B0 	 Bk�: (18)

The value km determines the width of the wave segment W
in accordance with Eq. (12) after the substitution �� �
�=2. In the case of small curvature (Dkm=c0 � 1), this
relationship is given by the expression (cf. [7,8])

W2 � �2D
2c0km

: (19)

Substitution of Eq. (18) into Eq. (19) results in the impor-
tant relationship

D2

W2c20
� 2

��2 �B0 	 Bk�: (20)

Thus, if the control parameter Is influences the value of Bk,
it determines the value of km and, in turn, the width of the
wave segment. If the control parameter Is differs only
slightly from the value Ic, corresponding to the critical
finger, i.e., Ic 	 Is � Ic, Eq. (20) can be linearized to give

D2

W2c20
� 2

��2

dBk

dIs
jIs�Ic�Ic 	 Is�: (21)

In order to obtain quantitative results for the reaction-
diffusion model (1) and (2), note that the quantities G� and
� in Eq. (16) depend on the control parameter Is and can be
expressed as G� � ���

3
p 	 �� Is and � � ��	 Is�3 	

3��	 Is�, since v� � 0. Thus, for the model under con-
sideration Eq. (21) can be written as

D2

W2c20
� 2B0

��2

�
9���	 Ic�2 	 1�

�c
� 1

G�
c

�
�Ic 	 Is�: (22)

Here values �c and G�
c correspond to Is � Ic. The com-

puted propagation velocity of the stabilized wave is c0 �
0:277. Substituting this value into Eq. (22), we find the
width W of the wave segment as a function of Is, as shown
in Fig. 2. The dashed line, showing the theoretical result, is
in excellent agreement with the direct integration of the
reaction-diffusion model (1)–(3), shown by the solid line.

In summary, the existence of stabilized propagating
wave segments can be understood by considering the in-
teraction of the wave front and wave back boundaries. We
note that relationship (17) is universal, as it contains only
the general characteristics of the two-component model
(1). It also describes the limiting case of the critical finger
[2] when the size of the wave segment goes to infinity.
Equation (21) is also general, since the way in which the
control parameter Is influences the parameter Bk is not
explicitly specified. In particular, it provides a qualitative
explanation for the similar linear relationships obtained in

experiments with the light-sensitive BZ reaction and for
the Oregonator model [7,8].

Equation (22) demonstrates how these universal results
can be applied to a specific model of excitable media. A
comparison of the theoretical predictions with the direct
numerical integration (see Fig. 2) shows that there is good
quantitative agreement even for the case where � is not
extremely small. Therefore, the theoretical approach de-
veloped here provides the opportunity to test quantitative
studies of propagating wave segments in a variety of differ-
ent active media.
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